We prove the computational weakness of a model of tile assembly that has so far resisted many attempts of formal analysis or programming. Specifically, we prove that, in Winfree's abstract Tile Assembly Model, when restricted to use only noncooperative bindings, any long enough path that can grow in all terminal assemblies is pumpable, meaning that this path can be extended into an infinite, ultimately periodic path. This shows that this model cannot perform general-purpose computation deterministically.
Introduction
In this work, we study a model of computation by geometric entities called the abstract Tile Assembly Model. Initially developed to study the possibilities of programming molecular growth, this model has seen a large number of impressive experimental applications, in particular using DNA nanostructures. These applications range from regular arrays [28] to fractal structures [8, 19] , smiling faces [17, 25] , DNA tweezers [30] , logic circuits [15, 21] , neural networks [16] , or even molecular robots [10] .
These examples demonstrate our ability to control natural molecular mechanisms; moreover, they provide a direct connection between theoretical results from e.g. computational geometry (such as the one we show in this paper) and ubiquitous natural processes. This connection was first envisioned by Seeman [22] , who started constructing experimental building blocks for exploring the possibilities of this idea. Then, Winfree realized [27] how to program these blocks using ideas from tiling theory, creating the abstract Tile Assembly Model. This model is similar to Wang tilings [24] , essentially augmented with a mechanism for sequential growth, and allowing (some) mismatches between adjacent tiles. More precisely, in the abstract Tile Assembly Model, we consider nonflippable, non-rotatable square tiles from a finite set of types, with colors and integer glue strengths on each side. The assembly starts from a finite connected seed, and proceeds by adding one tile at a time, asynchronously and nondeterministically. At each step, a tile can stick to the current assembly if the glue strengths, on its sides whose colors match the current assembly, sum up to at least a parameter of the model called the temperature τ = 1, 2, 3 . . .
In the present work, we are mostly interested with the case of temperature 1 self-assembly. At higher temperatures, fewer assemblies are possible, allowing more control on producible assemblies: indeed, cooperative self-assembly (i.e. at temperature at least 2) is able to simulate arbitrary Turing machines [9, 18, 27] , and produce arbitrary connected shapes with a number of tile types within a log factor of their Kolmogorov complexity [23] . This model has even been shown intrinsically universal [5] , meaning that there is a single tileset capable of simulating arbitrary tile assembly systems, modulo rescaling. In an extended model, a tileset with a single tile can even be enough to simulate them all [3] .
However, the (apparently simpler) non-cooperative model is still largely unknown: in one of the first studies on self-assembly [18] , Rothemund and Winfree conjectured it to be less powerful than cooperative self-assembly. However, the first fully general separation result, without any unproven hypotheses, was only proven recently [13] , in the context of intrinsic universality [4] [5] [6] . Before that, several results had shown separations between particular cases of the model [1, 7, 11] , and general self-assembly.
Moreover, in slightly different models like three-dimensional self-assembly, or using a probabilistic assembly scheduler, Cook, Fu and Schweller proved in [2] that simulating arbitrary Turing computations becomes possible. Using an unproven hypothesis known as pumpability, Doty, Patitz and Summers characterized the general shapes producible by directed systems [7] , i.e. tile assembly systems that assemble exactly one terminal assembly.
In this work, we prove that any long enough path that can grow in a temperature 1 tile assembly system is either fragile, meaning that it cannot grow in all assemblies, or pumpable, meaning that it has a periodic suffix. In the case of deterministic (or "directed " systems), where there is only one terminal assembly, all paths can grow in the unique terminal assembly; therefore, there are no fragile paths, and hence any long enough path is pumpable.
Main result
Our result can be seen as a two-dimensional equivalent of the pumping Lemma on deterministic finite automata: we prove that if a non-cooperative tile assembly system can always grow assemblies over a certain size (depending only on their initial size, and the number of tile types used), then these paths can be extended into ultimately periodic paths.
However, remark that non-cooperative systems can grow at least the same assemblies as cooperative ones: intuitively, their growth is "harder to control", resulting in more possible assemblies. This is why our result is specific to patterns that can grow in all assemblies producible by the system: Theorem 1.1. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a non-cooperative tile assembly system such that the seed assembly σ is finite and connected. There is a constant c(|T |, |dom(σ)|), such that any path P , that can grow in all assemblies of T and reaches a point at a distance more than c(|T |, σ) from σ, is pumpable.
The term pumpable will be defined in Section 2. Intuitively, we say that P is pumpable if one of its subpaths P i,i+1,...,j can be repeated infinitely many consecutive times, immediately after P 0,1,...,i−1 .
This theorem implies the longstanding conjecture [7, 18] that no Turing computation can be done in this model in a deterministic way: indeed, an algorithm can characterize producible assemblies by first growing the initial assembly of a constant radius (depending only on the size of the tileset and size of the seed) around the seed, and from there start all possible paths that can go past this radius (there is a finite number of them). By our main theorem, they become periodic after this radius, and hence can be completely characterized algorithmically.
As we already noted, our result stands in contrast with a result published in SODA 2011 [2] , that introduced a probabilistic variant of non-cooperative tile assembly in which one tape Turing machines can be simulated . A better understanding of the mechanisms behind both constructions  would open the way to new algorithmic constructions, both in the deterministic and probabilistic  model, as suggested by the open problems that our result inspires (see Section 4 ).
Key techniques
The main insight of our paper is a new way to deal with planarity, using the notion of visible glues (see Definition 3.1). This notion itself suggests new developments of the model, for instance in geometries more complex and realistic than the plane.
More precisely, a commonly used idea to study temperature 1 is to do "surgery" on producible paths, i.e. to cut and translate parts of paths. Here, we introduce a different idea, allowing translations of suffixes of a producible path to branch and grow along with the initial path.
If these translated suffixes can grow completely without any collision, we will need a more sophisticated argument. However, if we grow them before the main path, and they collide with an existing part of the assembly, they enclose a small zone of the plane (by planarity) in which the main path cannot grow anymore.
Our proof follows the following plan:
1. In Section 3.2, we will prove that any long enough path P , that can grow in all assemblies, can be "forked" on both of its sides, i.e. how suffixes of P can grow along P , both on the left and on the right of P .
The main difficulty of this section is that we need to prove that the starting points of a branch on the left-hand side, and on the right-hand side of P , are at a bounded distance of each other.
2. Then, in Section 3.7, we will recall a powerful result, recently proven in SODA 2014 [13] , for proving the "productibility" of assemblies, with a hypothesis on the number of "partial assembly sequences" (or window movies).
3. Finally, in Section 3.8, we will use the branches of Section 3.2 as the boundary of a "cage" in which the main path grows. Using our upper bound on the distance between the starting points of these early branches, proven in Section 3.2, we prove that the number of possible window movies is small enough to pump the main path.
Definitions and preliminaries
We begin by defining the two-dimensional abstract tile assembly model. A tile type is a unit square with four sides, each consisting of a glue label and a nonnegative integer strength. We call a tile's sides north, east, south, and west, respectively, according to the following picture:
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We assume a finite set T of tile types, but an infinite supply of copies of each type. An assembly is a positioning of the tiles on the discrete plane Z 2 , that is, a partial function α :
We say that two tiles in an assembly interact, or are stably attached, if the glue labels on their abutting side are equal, and have positive strength. An assembly α induces a weighted binding graph G = (V, E), where V = dom(α) (the domain of α), and there is an edge (a, b) ∈ E if and only if a and b interact, and this edge is weighted by the glue strength of that interaction. The assembly is said to be τ -stable if any cut of G has weight at least τ . A tile assembly system is a triple T = (T, σ, τ ), where T is a finite tile set, σ is called the seed, and τ is the temperature. Throughout this paper, we will always have τ = 1, and σ will always be a finite connected assembly. Therefore, we can make the simplifying assumption that all glues have strength one without changing the behavior of the model.
Given two τ -stable assemblies α and β, we say that α is a subassembly of β, and write α β, if dom(α) ⊆ dom(β) and for all p ∈ dom(α), α(p) = β(p). We also write α → T 1 β if we can get β from α by the binding of a single tile, that is, if α β and |dom(β) \ dom(α)| = 1. We say that γ is producible from α, and write α → T γ if there is a (possibly empty) sequence α = α 1 , . . . , α n = γ such that
The set of productions of a tile assembly system T = (T, σ, τ ), written A[T ], is the set of all assemblies producible from σ. An assembly α is called terminal if there is no β such that α → T 1 β. The set of terminal assemblies is written A [T ].
Paths
An important fact about temperature 1 tile assembly, that we will use heavily in this article, is that any path of the binding graph can grow immediately from the seed, independently from anything else. Formally, a path P is a sequence of tile types along with positions, that is, of elements of T × Z 2 , such that no position occurs more than once in P , and for all i, the positions of P i and P i+1 are adjacent in the lattice grid of Z 2 . Remark that, in this definition, we do not require that all paths be producible by a valid tile assembly system. However, when this is the case, paths are canonically oriented by their growth order, i.e. we say that P "goes from P 0 to P |P |−1 ".
For any path P and integer i, we write (x P i , y P i ) the coordinates of P i 's position. Moreover, if i < n, we say that the output side (which can be the north, south, east or west side) of P i is its edge in common with P i+1 , and if i > 1, that its input side is its edge in common with P i−1 . The sides of P i that are neither output sides nor input sides are said to be free. By this definition, the first tile of a path does not have an input side, and the last one does not have an output side. Remark that this definition of input/output sides is only relative to a path, and not to the tiles themselves; moreover, the tiles, including the first and last ones, may have other glues, not used by the path.
Like in [7] , for two integers i, k, a path P is said to have a pumpable segment P i,i+1,...,k if there is a infinite path P such that:
• for all integer j ≤ i, P j = P j ,
• for all integer j > i, P j = P i+((j−i) mod (k−i+1)) .
A path is said to be pumpable if it has a pumpable segment, and for any integer c, a tile assembly system T is called c-pumpable if for any two points A, B ∈ Z 2 , such that − − → AB 1 ≤ c, every path from A to B, producible by T , is pumpable.
Tile assembly on planar graphs
An important property of the grid graph G of Z 2 2 is that it is planar. In our proof, we will use statements about paths in its dual graph, which will always be defined with respect to the canonical planar embedding of G into R 2 , i.e. the embedding where each (x, y) ∈ Z 2 is at position (x, y) ∈ R 2 . We write Z 2 * the dual graph of Z 2 .
Also, for any path P in the grid graph of Z 2 , and any integer i ∈ {0, . . . , |P | − 2}, let (u, v) = − −−− → P i P i+1 . The right-hand side of P i is the face of the grid graph defined by P i , P i+1 , P i+1 + (v, −u) and P i + (v, −u). The left-hand side of P i is the face defined by P i , P i+1 , P i+1 + (−v, u) and P i + (−v, u).
Notation
For A, B ∈ Z 2 , we use the notation − − → AB to mean "the vector from A to B", and the Manhattan distance between A = (x A , y A ) and B = (x B , y B ), written
We also call O the origin on Z 2 , i.e. the point of coordinates (0, 0). We write (U n ) n≥0 to mean the "sequence U 0 , U 1 , . . . , U n , . . .".
Warm-up lemmas
We will need the following lemma about sides of a path: Lemma 2.1. Let P be a finite path on the grid graph of Z 2 such that P 0 and P |P |−1 are adjacent. Moreover, the right-hand side and left-hand side of P are not in the same connected component of the dual graph Z 2 * of Z 2 (P is indeed a cut-set of Z 2 * [26]).
Proof. We first show that the right-hand side and left-hand side are each in a connected component, and then that this component is not the same.
, then the right-hand sides (respectively left-hand sides) of P i and P i+1 are in the same connected component of Z 2 * , because if the edge of Z 2 between them were used by P before or after P i+1 , P would use P i+1 more than once (because P i+1 is one of the ends of that edge), which contradicts the hypothesis that P is a path.
If P turns after P i , the same argument holds, with an extra face between the right-hand sides of P i and P i+1 , that also has P i+1 in its border.
A pumping lemma for temperature 1
The result that we prove in this section is a generalized form of a conjecture by Doty, Patitz and Summers [7] , proven by them in the case of tile assembly systems that have no mismatches, i.e. all adjacent tiles either interact, or have no glue on their abutting sides. However, the case where mismatches are allowed is significantly harder, as mismatches seem to be the primary mechanism for programming these systems: for instance, Figure 1 of [7] is an example of a system using mismatches to implement a mechanism that "checks" an already grown part of the assembly by "crashing" into it. Another example is our recent result [12] , where a tile assembly system (T, σ, 1) is shown (with |dom(σ)| = 1), whose terminal assemblies are all of width 5|T |/4 + O(1).
Visible glues
Here, we introduce an important tool of our proof, that we will use in subsequent section. This idea, called visible glues, will be essential, for instance to define finite connected components, inside which a path starts to grow but cannot complete its growth. Definition 3.1. Let α be an assembly producible by some tile assembly system T = (T, σ, 1), in the grid graph of Z 2 , and let Q be an infinite path in its dual Z 2 * .
We say that an edge e of the binding graph (V, E) of α is visible from Q if Q 0 is one of the faces of e, and Q never crosses any edge of the binding graph of α, and never crosses any edge of Z 2 between two adjacent tiles of σ.
Then, a glue of a tile of P is visible from Q if it is the output glue of an edge that is visible from Q. P i P j Figure 1 : Visible glues, when edges (y P j , y P j+1 ) and (y P i , y P i+1 ) are not in the same order. Here, assuming that nothing else has been assembled, the north glue of P i (in red) is visible from the east, whereas the south glue of P j (in green) is visible from the west.
This idea of visible glues will prove especially useful to reason about planarity in the rest of the proof. We will use the following two kind of edge paths: rays, that are edge paths whose edges do not share any vertex, and corners, that are edge paths where exactly two edges share a vertex.
Moreover, in most cases, our paths in the dual graph will be defined implicitly by their starting edge and a direction. A first simple use of this definition can be found in the following lemma, that we will use in our proof: Lemma 3.2. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and let P be a path producible by T .
Then there is an integer y 0 , such that:
• for all y ∈ {y 0 , y 0 + 1, . . . , y |P |−1 − 1}, all the glues of P between rows y and y + 1 that are visible from a horizontal ray to the east (if any) are north glues.
• for all y < y 0 , all the glues of P between rows y and y + 1 that are visible from a horizontal ray to the east (if any) are south glues.
Proof. Let y 1 = y P |P |−1 . Let then y 0 be the largest integer such that for all y ∈ {y 0 , y 0 +1, . . . , y 1 −1}, all glues of P between rows y and y + 1 that are visible from a ray to the east (if any), be north glues (remark that it is possible in some cases that y 0 = y 1 , in which case we are done, since the glues are either all north glues or all south glues). If all glues of P that are visible from a ray to the east are north glues, we are done. Else, let i be the index of the highest tile of P with a south glue visible from a ray to the East, and let l be a ray from P i to the East (formally, let l be the set of all vertices of Z 2 on the same row and strictly to the right of P i ). l Figure 2 : The visible glue on tiles strictly above l is the north one, and below or on l is the south one. On this figure, the seed is in gray. Tiles whose north glue is visible from a ray to the East are in red, and tiles whose south glue is visible from a ray to the East are in blue.
Let then j be any integer such that min(y P j , y P j+1 ) < y 0 , and the edge between P j and P j+1 is visible from a ray to the east. Moreover, let l be a horizontal ray from P j to the East (formally, let l be the set of all vertices of Z 2 on the same row and strictly to the right of P j ). Now, l, l , together with P min(i,j),min(i,j)+1,...,max(i,j) , form a vertex separator of the grid graph of Z 2 into two connected components. Let C be the component of the points between l and l .
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that P j 's north glue is visible from a ray to the east, and let k = max(i, j). We first claim that P k+1 is in C: indeed, either k = i, which means that P k+1 is immediately below P i , and thus between l and l , and to the right of P min(i,j),...,max(i,j) , because the south glue of P i is visible from a ray to the east. Or k = j, in which case is immediately above P j , and is thus also in C, for the same reason.
Since P |P |−1 is at least as high as P j , it cannot be in C. Therefore, since P k+1,k+2,...,|P |−1 starts inside C, it must place at least one tile on l or on l . However, the only way to do so is be using an edge of the grid graph of Z 2 to the right of either the edge between y P j and y P j+1 or the edge between y P i and y P i+1 , contradicting the hypothesis that these edges is visible. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and P be a path producible by T , whose last point is its highest, and is strictly above all the tiles of σ.
If i and j are two integers such that i < j, and the north (respectively south) glues of P i and P j are both visible from the East, then y P i < y P j (respectively y P i > y P j ).
Proof. We prove this only for the case where the north glues of P i and P j are visible from the East. The proof for their south glues being visible from the East is symmetric. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that P j is above P i (see Figure 4 ).
We draw a horizontal ray l 0 from P i to the East, and a horizontal ray l 1 from P j to the East. Formally, l 0 (respectively l 1 ) is the set of all vertices of the grid graph of Z 2 that are on the same row and to the right of P i (respectively of P j ). Now, P i,i+1,...,j , l 0 and l 1 define a vertex separator of the grid graph of Z 2 into two connected components (because their intersection is empty). Let C be the component l 0 and l 1 . Since the north glue of P j is visible from the East, P j+1 is inside C. Now, since the last point of P is a highest point, it cannot be inside C. Therefore, it has to place at least one tile on either l 0 or l 1 , but the only way to do so is by using a vertex to the right of either the vertex between P i and P i+1 , or the vertex between P j and P j+1 . However, this contradicts our hypothesis that the north glues of both P i and P j are visible from the East. 
Tentacular and fragile paths
The goal of this section is to show that we can "fork" suffixes of long enough paths earlier than their original starting point. Then, in the next sections, we will use these early forks as borders of a zone of bounded width in which the "main" path grows, which will allow us to "pump" this main path. Definition 3.4. A left-tentacular (respectively right-tentacular ) path is a path P such that the following two conditions hold:
1. There are two indices i < j such that the output side s of P j is free on P i , is part of the left-hand side (respectively right-hand side) of P i , and the glue on that side is the same on P i and P j .
2. P j,j+1,...,|P |−1 , translated by −−→ P j P i , can grow completely after P is completely grown, starting from the left-hand side (respectively from the right-hand side) of P i on P .
Moreover, we call −−→ P j P i a tentacle vector of P , and tentacle the branch that can fork, i.e. the translation by −−→ P j P i of P j,j+1,...,|P |−1 .
This definition contrasts with usual approaches to non-cooperative self-assembly, by leaving grown paths in place, and simply creating new branches, as opposed to moving parts of paths.
Definition 3.5. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a temperature 1 tile assembly system with a connected seed.
We say that a path P , producible by T , is fragile if there is a producible assembly α ∈ A[T ] such that α → σ ∪ P . In other words, a path is fragile if we can grow an assembly in T before, that prevents it from growing. Figure 5 : A right-tentacular path, with the tentacle in blue, and the collision tile in red. A tentacle vector is drawn on the right-hand drawing. Note that the translated path does not replace the original one, but instead branches from it.
Our main tool in this proof is the following Lemma: Lemma 3.6. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a temperature 1 tile assembly system such that dom(σ) is a connected component of the grid graph of Z 2 . Let P be a finite path such that σ ∪ P is producible by T .
If there are two integers i, j, with i < j, and a glue g visible both on P i from some path E in the dual of Z 2 , and on P j from E + −−→ P i P j , then at least one of the following is the case:
1. P is pumpable.
2. The last point of P is not higher than the maximal pumped segment, i.e.
..,j can be repeated (potentially partially) n times after P j .
3. P is fragile.
where m is the number of repetitions of P i,i+1,...,j included as a subpath of P , after P j (obviously, m ≤ n).
Proof. Let Q be the largest "attempt to pump P ", i.e. the largest path producible by T , such that:
Let n be the number of partial repetitions of P i,i+1,...,j that are producible by T , not including P i,i+1,...,j . Formally, let n = |Q|−1−j
, we are done, because this is one of the possible conclusion of our claim. Else, it means that P is not a subassembly of Q, so it must have at least one tile P k , for some k > j, that is not in Q. Let k be the smallest integer such that P k is not in Q (formally, let k be the smallest integer such that ∀l, P k = Q l ), and let m = k−j j−i . Then, we can start to grow P k,k+1,...,|P |−1 +m −−→ P j P i from σ ∪P 0,1,...,j , because Q k−1 and Q k−n(j−i) are of the same type, and the side of Q k−1 from which P k grows is free on Q k−n(j−i) : indeed, they have the same input and output sides (in the special case where Q k−1 is the last tile of Q, the translation of Q k−n(j−i)+1 by n −−→ P i P j is already occupied by some other tile, since Q cannot grow at that position. Therefore, P k cannot be at the already occupied position either).
Let T = P k,k+1,...,|P |−1 + n −−→ P j P i . If T can grow completely from σ ∪ P 0,1,...,j , we are done: P is tentacular, with the claimed tentacle vector. Else, we show that P is fragile by showing that it must then complete its growth inside a too small connected component of the plane.
First, since P i,i+1,...,j + n −−→ P i P j cannot grow completely from σ ∪ P 0,1,...,i+n(j−i) , it must collide with a tile built before P j , i.e. try to place a tile at a position that is already occupied by some tile of σ ∪P 0,1,...,i+n(j−i)−1 . Since σ is connected (by hypothesis), this collision defines a cycle in the grid graph of Z 2 , which is a cut-set in its dual Z 2 * , cutting it into exactly two connected components, a finite one C, and an infinite one. If P k,k+1,...,|P |−1 does not grow higher than the tiles of σ and P 0,1,...,j + n −−→ P i P j , we are done, since this is one of the possible conclusion of our claim. Else, it cannot grow completely inside C, because the points of C are all strictly below the highest points of dom(σ) ∪ (dom(P 0,1,...,j ) + n −−→ P i P j ). Now, by Lemma 2.1, the two sides of P j are disconnected by the cycle formed by the collision in Q, and the two sides of P i are disconnected by the cycle formed by the collision of T with a previously grown part of the assembly. Moreover, we have assumed that P i and P j are both visible from E and E + −−→ P i P j , respectively. Since these curves are infinite in Z 2 * , they cannot be in the finite components defined by these collisions. Moreover, they start from the same side of P (by the definition of visible edges). Therefore, if P starts from the right-hand side (respectively left-hand side) of Q, T also starts from the right-hand side (respectively left-hand side) of P , and thus P starts from the left-hand side (respectively right-hand side) of T . Since P does not cross E + −−→ P i P j , T does not cross E, because they are translations of P and E (respectively) by the same vector. Therefore, P k−n(j−i) is inside the finite component enclosed by the collision of T with a previously grown part of the assembly. Therefore, max t∈T y t ≥ max p∈P y p + n(y P j − y P i ), or else P cannot grow completely inside that connected component.
Visibility and the position of tiles relatively to the seed
Lemma 3.7. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and P be a path producible by T , whose last point is its highest, and is above all the tiles of σ.
If P has strictly more than |T | tiles with their south glues visible from a horizontal ray to the east, then it is either pumpable or fragile.
Proof. If P has strictly more than |T | tiles with their south glue visible from a horizontal ray to the east, then by the pigeonholes principle, two of them are of the same type. Let i and j (i < j) be the indices of the first and last such repetitions on P , respectively. We can thus apply Lemma 3.6.
By Lemma 3.3, y P i > y P j , and thus, P |P |−1 is higher than σ ∪ P 0,1,...,j + −−→ P i P j . Therefore, conclusion 2 of Lemma 3.6 cannot happen, and the only possible conclusions of that lemma are thus that P is pumpable, fragile (in which case we are done), or tentacular with tentacle vector −−→ P i P j . If it is fragile, we are done. To conclude the proof, we will now show that it cannot be tentacular (i.e. the tentacle from Lemma 3.6 breaks it). Let C be the tentacle, and B be the original branch P k,k+1,...,|P |−1 from the definition of tentacular. Figure 6 : Construction of Q and Q. The seed is in red, the largest prefix of Q that can grow is in blue. On this drawing, Q is the concatenation of the green and blue parts.
First, we claim that the lowest point of P is on B. Indeed, let A = (x A , y A ) be the lowest point of P ∪ σ. Since σ ∪ P is connected, A is connected to P j by some path R in σ ∪ P . Now, let l 0 be a vertical ray l 0 at x = x A , from A to the south, and l 1 be a horizontal ray from P i to the east. The union of l 0 , l 1 and R is a bi-infinite simple path, and hence defines a cut of the dual graph Z 2 * of Z 2 .
Moreover, B's first tile is in the component below l 1 (because by Lemma 3.3, it starts below y P i ), and its last tile (which is its highest) is above all the tiles of σ ∪ P 0,1,...,j , and therefore above all the tiles of R. Therefore, B crosses l 0 or l 1 . Since P i is visible from a ray to the east, B cannot cross l 1 . Thus, it must cross l 0 , and therefore have a tile below A, contradicting our assumption that A is the lowest tile of P ∪ σ. Hence, the lowest point of P ∪ σ is on B (see Figure 7) . Figure 7 : The lowest point of σ ∪ P is on B. On this figure, the seed is in red, P 0,1,...,i−1 is in green, and B is uncolored.
We prove now that P cannot reach its lowest point from σ ∪ P 0,1,...,j ∪ C. Indeed, C reaches a point above all the tiles of B (its last point), and the south glue of P i is visible from a horizontal ray to the east (by definition of P i ). Indeed, let l be a vertical ray from the highest point of C to the north, l be a horizontal ray (in Z 2 ) from P i to the east, and let C be the union of l, l , C and P i,i+1,...,k−j+i .
Since these four paths are connected and non-overlapping, they define a vertex separator of Z 2 into two connected components. Now, because we have considered tiles of P that were visible from a horizontal ray to the east, C starts from the left-hand side of P , and therefore, the side of P in the component above l is its right-hand side. Therefore, B starts above this vertex separator, but must place a point below all the tiles of C (its lowest point). This is a contradiction, since it cannot cross l (because C's highest point is higher than B's) nor l (because P i 's south glue is still visible from a ray to the east). See Figure 8 for an illustration of this case. l l Figure 8 : The case where P is tentacular. The seed is in red, B is in yellow, C is uncolored. In this case, B cannot cross l nor l , and thus cannot reach its lowest point, once C has grown. Corollary 3.8. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and P be a path producible by T , whose last point is its highest and is above all the tiles of σ.
If P has strictly more than |T | tiles with their south glues visible from the west, then it is either pumpable or fragile.
Proof. This is the statement of Lemma 3.7, flipped horizontally, which is possible since all its hypotheses are stable by this operation.
A powerful application of visible glues and edges is to prove statements like the following lemma, about relative positions of different parts of the assembly: Lemma 3.9. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and P be a path producible by T , whose last point is its highest, and is above all the tiles of σ.
If P has at least 2|T | + 3 tiles below all the tiles of σ, then it is either pumpable or fragile.
Proof. Let i be the index of the lowest point on P , and j be the index of the first point of P after i, and above all the tiles of P 0,1,...,j−1 (j exists because P 's last point is its highest). Let Q = P 0,1,...,i and R = P 0,1,...,j . Draw a vertical half-line l from P i to the south, and another vertical half-line l from a highest tile P k (for some integer k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i − 1}) of Q to the north. Together with the curve induced by P k,k+1,...,i , l and l form a cut of R 2 , with two connected components.
There are two cases:
1. If P j−1 is on the right of the cut, then all the tiles of R that have a glue visible from the west were grown before i, i.e. their indices on R are at most i, and they are therefore also on Q: indeed, P i,i+1,...,j−1 cannot cross the cut (it can cross neither l, for else P i would not be the lowest tile of P , nor l , for else P j would not be above P 0,1,...,j−1 ).
Hence, all the tiles of R that are visible from the west are also tiles of Q. See an illustration of this situation on Figure 9 . Finally, we have argued that Q has at most |T | tiles with their north glue visible from the west. Moreover, there is at least one tile with a glue visible from the west on each row, but possibly the lowest and highest one. Therefore, R has at least |T | + 1 tiles with their south glue visible from the west. Thus, also by Corollary 3.8, it must be either pumpable or fragile (and so is P ).
2. If P j−1 is in the left-hand side, the argument is the same as in case 1, flipped horizontally, which is possible because all its hypotheses are invariant by this operation.
The bound of Lemma 3.9 is tight, since it could be possible to form assemblies growing strictly more than |T | tiles below all the tiles of σ, without ever repeating the same glue type on two different visible south glues, as shown on Figure 10 . North glues that are visible from a horizontal ray to the east or the west are in green, and south glues visible from a horizontal ray to the east or the west are in yellow. It is possible for a path to go below σ, have its last tile higher than the rest of the path, and yet have few tiles with their south glues visible from a ray to the east or the west.
A precious lemma
One of the hypotheses of Lemma 3.6 is that the first attempt to pump a portion P i,i+1,...,j of the path fails before growing completely. We first argue that this is a bit more general than it seems: indeed, we could allow it to repeat several times, and then consider only the last repetition of the type of P i on this pumped path as P j .
However, our goal in this proof is to prove an upper bound on the size of the tentacle vectors. The lemma presented in this section comes from [3] (where it is presented as coming from the folklore), and will allow us to show that if the construction of Q in the proof above collides with P i,i+1,...,j , then it does so before the first iteration of the pumping: Lemma 3.10 (Lemma 6.3 from [3] ). Consider a two-dimensional, bounded, connected, regular closed set S, i.e., S is equal to the topological closure of its interior points. Suppose S is translated by a vector v to obtain shape S v , such that S and S v do not overlap. Then the shape S c v obtained by translating S by c v for any integer c = 0 also does not overlap S.
The idea of the proof is pictured on Figure 11 . Although there are highly non-trivial topological details to take care of, we explain it here briefly for the sake of completeness (see [3] for the details):
Suppose that S c v overlaps S, and consider the leftmost point s of S, as well as the rightmost point t of S c v . Then since both S and S c v are connected, there is a path P in S ∪ S c v from s to t. We close P with a horizontal line l on the top of S ∪ S c v and vertical lines between the endpoints of l and the endpoints of P (in orange on Figure 11 ). Then, we find a point u of S v inside this closed zone, and a point v of S v outside. There is a path Q in S v between them. This path must therefore intersect P , which means that S v must intersect either S or S c v (and therefore both, by translation). 
Mind the gap
We now use Lemma 3.9 to prove Lemma 3.12, which relates the presence of large variations in a path to its fragility or pumpability.
Definition 3.11. Let P be a path and n be an integer. We say that P has a gap of n rows if there are three indices i, j and k, with i < j < k, such that y P j ≤ y P i − n and y P k ≥ y P i + n A related definition is the definition of a cave of n rows, which is given by two indices i and j such that i < j and: y P j ≤ y P i − n Lemma 3.12. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and let P be a path such that P ∪ σ is producible by T . If P has a gap of at least g = 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 rows, then P is pumpable or fragile.
Proof. Our goal is to prove that if P has a large gap, we can force it into having more than 2|T | tiles below all the tiles of σ, and then use Lemma 3.9. A high-level view of this proof is that we will iterate Lemma 3.7 as long as its hypotheses hold. If at some point, we can "enclose" P inside a small finite area, then we will show that it cannot reach its maximal point (which is its last one). Else, we will end up with a branch, under which P must grow, that has more than 2|T | tiles below all the tiles of σ, which will in turn allow us to use Lemma 3.9. One difficulty is that the iterated construction could show that breaking branches of P are fragile, but nothing about P itself. This can be resolved by selecting the repeated tile types carefully.
We will describe this construction now. First, let i, j and k be the first gap (in lexicographical order of (i, j)) of at least g rows on P . We define a sequence (Q n ) n∈N of paths by induction. The induction hypothesis is that all these (Q n ) n∈N share a prefix Q n 0,1,...,kn with P , and all tiles of Q n kn+1,kn+2,...,|Q n |−1 whose north glue is visible from a horizontal ray to the west have different types, and have no types in common with those tiles of Q n 0,1,...,kn whose north glue is visible from a horizontal ray the west. First, let Q 0 = P 0,1,...,j . Now, for each n ≥ 0, we define Q n+1 in the following way:
1. Let b n be the largest integer such that the type of Q n bn appears before b n on Q n , i.e. in Q n 0,1,...,bn−1 . Let a n be the smallest integer such that Q n an and Q n bn are of the same type.
2. If Q n (and thus P ) is not pumpable, the pumping of Q n an,an+1,...,bn collides, after some number of repetitions, with a previously built part of the assembly.
We claim that the highest point reached by this pumping is at most 2g above Q n an : indeed, if Q n an were at least g rows below t, or if there were indices c n and d n such that a n ≤ c n < d n ≤ b n and y Q n dn ≤ y Q n cn − g, then there would be a gap of at least g rows strictly before (i, j, k) on P , contradicting the hypothesis that (i, j, k) is the first. Therefore, P k is at least y P bn − y Pa n rows above y P bn , and we can thus apply Lemma 3.6 to conclude that Q n is tentacular, with tentacle vector of height at most 2g. Now, remark that for all n ≥ 0, the highest tile of Q n+1 is strictly below the highest tile of Q n . Therefore, after some time, this algorithm stops. When it stops, say at step m, all tiles of Q m with their north glue visible from the west have different types (for else we could run one more step of the construction). Therefore:
• Q m shares a prefix with P , and then grows a branch from the left-hand side of a tile of P , by the induction hypothesis.
• The highest tile of Q m is at most 2|T | rows above all the tiles of σ.
• Since Q m has a translation of P i,i+1,...,j as a suffix, Q m |Q m |−1 is at least 2|T | + 3 rows below all the tiles of σ. Now, we draw a horizontal ray l to the west from the first tile of Q m with its north glue visible from a ray to the west; let u be its index on Q m . Then, draw a vertical ray from the lowest tile of Q m to the south: since that tile is at least 2|T | + 3 rows below all the tiles of σ, then by Lemma 3.9, it is lower than all the tiles of P (or else P is pumpable or fragile, and we are done), and thus the ray will not intersect any tile of σ ∪ Q m .
Because P starts from the right-hand side of Q m , it starts below the cut of the plane defined by the union of l, l , and the curve induced by the part of Q m from Q m u to Q m |Q|−1 . Moreover, it ends above all the tiles of Q m , by hypothesis, and therefore above this cut. However:
• Either P crosses l, contradicting the fact that Q m u has its north glue visible from the west, because Q m u is also a tile of P .
• Or P crosses l , but then it places a tile more than 2|T | + 3 rows below all the tiles of σ, and thus, by Lemma 3.9, it must be pumpable or fragile.
Forking long paths
Lemma 3.13. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and P be a path producible by T , not including tiles of σ. If the last point of P is its highest, is strictly more than 9|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows above all the tiles of σ, and P is neither pumpable nor fragile, then:
• it is both right-and left-tentacular,
• the tentacle vectors can be chosen of Manhattan norm less than or equal to (|T |+3)+|T |(5|T |+ |dom(σ)| + 3),
• and we can choose the tentacles to start growing at most 5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 above all tiles of σ.
Proof. We prove that P is right-tentacular, with the claimed upper bounds on the norm of the tentacle vectors. A symmetric argument will show that it is also left-tentacular. By Lemma 3.7, P has no more than |T | tiles with their south glues visible from the east. Therefore, the first row where a tile of P has a north glue visible from the east is at most |T | rows above all the tiles of σ.
Then, at least two tiles, both with their north glue visible from the east, are of the same type, in the first |T | + 1 rows of P that are at least |T | rows above all the tiles of σ. Let i and j be the indices of the two first occurrences of such a repetition.
We now use Lemma 3.6. It has four possible conclusions: if P is pumpable, fragile, we are done. The only remaining conclusions are that P is tentacular, or P does not grow higher than the maximal attempt to repeat P i,i+1,...,j . We now prove an upper bound on the number of such repetitions. First, if P is not pumpable, this attempt to repeat P i,i+1,...,j must collide with some tile of P 0,1,...,j ∪ σ. If it collides with a tile of P i,i+1,...,j , then by Lemma 3.10, the first repetition does so, i.e. P j+1,...,2j−i+1 cannot grow completely from P 0,1,...,j ∪ σ. Else, since we have assumed that P is neither pumpable nor fragile, then neither P i,i+1,...,j nor P 0,1,...,i have gaps of 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 or more rows. Therefore, if the repetitions of P i,i+1,...,j collide with P k (with k < i), then y P k − y P i ≤ 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3. Moreover, for all l ∈ {i, i + 1, . . . , j}, y P l − y P j ≤ 4|T | + |dom(σ) + 3. Thus, the repetitions of P i,i+1,...,j cannot be stopped after reaching a height of more than 8|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows above P i . Therefore, since the last point of P is strictly more than 9|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows above all the tiles of σ (by hypothesis), and P i and P j are both in the first |T | rows immediately above σ, the tentacle vectors are of height at most 9|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6. Now, if the tentacle vectors − → v are such that |x− → v | ≤ |T |(5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3), we are done (because this is precisely our claim). Else, let P a be the point of P i,i+1,...,j where the tentacle of Lemma 3.6 starts, and let P b = P a − − → v . There are two cases (see Figure 12 ):
1. Either x− → v > 0 (see Figure 12a ). In this case, the tiles of P between P a and P b , on columns {x P b , x P b + 1, . . . , x Pa } are on at most 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 4 different rows (because P 's lowest tile is at most 2|T | + 3 rows below all the tiles of σ, by Lemma 3.9).
We consider the tiles of P a,a+1,...,b that are visible from a "corner path" P * , i.e. for all x ∈ {x P b , x P b + 1, . . . , x Pa , a vertical ray (in Z 2 * ) up to the highest face of Z 2 on column x, that is below y P b , and then an infinite horizontal path h from (x, y P b ) (also in Z 2 * ) to the east.
Because |x− → v | > |T |(5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3) ≥ |T |(4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 4) + 1 (since |T | ≥ 1), at least two of these tiles are on the same row and have the same type. Let k and l be the indices of two such tiles (with k < l).
Remark that the output sides of P k and P l are the west: indeed, by Lemma 3.2, rotated by π/2 counterclockwise, since the glue visible from the corner path at x = x Pa is a west glue, all the glues of P , visible from the translations of P * between x P b and x Pa are also west glues.
We can therefore use Lemma 3.6: since x P k = x P l , conclusion 2 is not possible, and hence P is either pumpable, fragile, or tentacular with a horizontal tentacle vector of width at most |T |(4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 4), and we are done.
2. Or x− → v < 0 (see Figure 12b ). In this case, we will use a similar argument, except that P is not bounded vertically by our hypotheses. However, by Lemma 3.12, P 0,1,...,j does not grow more than 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 above y P j , or else P has a gap of 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 rows, and hence it must be pumpable or fragile, and we are done. Therefore, since y P j is at most |T | rows above all the tiles of σ, we can use the same construction as in case 1 above, flipped vertically.
Since |x Pa − x P b | ≥ |T |(5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3) + 1, at least two of these tiles are on the same row and have the same type. Moreover, by the same arguments as in the first case, the output sides of these tiles are the east, and we can thus start a right tentacle from one of these tiles, with a horizontal tentacle vector of norm at most |T |(5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3). 
Pumping infinite cuts
We will need a tool from [13] , known as the window movie lemma. For the sake of completeness, we include the definition, figures and statement of this lemma in Lemma 3.16. See [13] for a full proof of that result. Definition 3.14 (from [13] ). A window w is a set of edges forming a cut-set in the infinite grid graph.
Given a window w and an assembly α, a window that intersects α is a partioning of α into two configurations (i.e. after being split into two parts, each part may or may not be disconnected). In this case we say that the window w cuts the assembly α into two configurations α L and α R , where α = α L ∪ α R . Given a window w, its translation by a vector c, written w + c is simply the translation of each of w's elements (edges) by c. Examples of windows are shown in Figure 13 . For a window w and an assembly sequence α, we define a window movie M to be the order of placement, position and glue type for each glue that appears along the window w in an assembly sequence α. Definition 3.15 (from [13] ). Given an assembly sequence α and a window w, the associated window movie is the maximal sequence M α,w = (v 0 , g 0 ), (v 1 , g 1 ), (v 2 , g 2 ), . . . of pairs of grid graph vertices v i and glues g i , given by the order of the appearance of the glues along window w in the assembly sequence α. Furthermore, if k glues appear along w at the same instant (this happens upon placement of a tile which has multiple sides touching w) then these k glues appear contiguously and are listed in lexicographical order of the unit vectors describing their orientation in M α,w .
An example of a window movie is shown in Figure 14 . Let w be a window that partitions α into two configurations α L and α R , and w = w + c be a translation of w that partitions β into two configurations β L and β R . Furthermore, define M α,w , M β,w to be the respective window movies for α, w and β, w , and define α L , β L to be the subconfigurations of α and β containing the seed tiles of α and β, respectively. Then if M α,w = M β,w , it is the case that the following two assemblies are also producible: (1) 
Final proof
By assembling the two previous subsections, we get the following lemma: Theorem 3.17. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is connected. If there is a path P producible by T , that grows in one direction by at least
rows or columns from all the tiles of σ, then P is pumpable or fragile.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let P be a path growing d tiles from σ to the north. We prove that if P is not fragile, then it is pumpable. The steps of this proof are the following:
1. By Lemma 3.13, we will show that P is both left-and right-tentacular, which allows us to build a "cage" of bounded width around it, consisting of a left and a right tentacle of sufficient length.
2. If P is not fragile, it can still grow after the cage is grown. We then define a family of cut-sets of the grid graph of Z 2 , that P necessarily crosses.
3. Then, we show that P crosses all these cut-sets.
4.
And that the span of these crossings is upper-bounded by a constant, depending only on |T | and |dom(σ)|.
5. Finally, we find a large enough sub-family of disjoint cut-sets, such that at least two of them have the same movie when P grows. Then, we apply the window movie lemma (Lemma 3.16) to them. Since all the cut-sets are are disjoint, we can repeat the part between them arbitrarily many times, which proves that P is pumpable.
We now handle the details of the above steps. For the sake of clarity, the five steps described above are clearly highlighted in the items below.
If P is already pumpable or fragile, we are done. Moreover, by Lemma 3.12, it has no gap of more than 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 in the first d rows above σ. Therefore, in the rest of the proof, we can drop the last 8|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows of P , and assume that P grows 840|T | 4 |dom(σ)| 2 (4|T |) 840|T | 4 |dom(σ)| 2 ! above all the tiles of σ, and that it has no cave of height 4|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 or more rows.
1. By Lemma 3.13, P is both left-and right-tentacular. Let i and j be the first indices of suffixes of P that can grow as a left and right tentacle, respectively (see Figure 17 ).
Let i 0 and j 0 be the tiles from which they can branch early, and − → v i = − −− → P i P i 0 , − → v j = − −− → P j P j 0 the corresponding tentacle vectors.
2. We now define a family of cut-sets of the infinite grid graph of Z 2 , in order to apply Lemma 3.16 . Although the cut-sets themselves consist of a horizontal ray, and then a periodic path in one direction, some care must be taken to ensure that their intersection with P is of bounded width.
First, we grow P 0,1,...,max(i 0 ,j 0 ) . Let Q be this path. Then, we grow the shortest prefixes of L and R such that they are "synchronized": this means that if i < j, we grow the first j − i tiles of L, else we grow the first i − j tiles of R. Assume, without loss of generality, that i < j, and let L 0 , and R 0 be the prefixes of L and R, respectively, grown at this step.
Now, we claim that the highest tile grown on L 0 is at most h = 10|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows above all the tiles of σ. Indeed, by Lemma 3.13, L is a translation by a vector − → v L such that y− → v L ≤ 0, and − → v L 1 ≤ 7(|T | 2 + |dom(σ)||T |), of a suffix of P starting at most 5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 rows above all the tiles of σ. Since we have assumed that P has no cave of more than g = 5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 rows, neither does L (because it is a translation of a suffix of P ), and thus, the highest tile grown on L 0 is at most 5|T | + |dom(σ)| + 3 + g rows above all the tiles of σ, i.e. 10|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows above them.
See Figure 15 . We can then define a suitable family of cut-sets. Let k be the smallest integer such that both L k+j−i−1 and R k are above all the tiles of L 0,1,...,j−i−1 , and above all the tiles of P 0,1,...,max(i 0 ,j 0 ) . Such an integer exists: indeed, the last tile of P is d rows above all the tiles of σ (by hypothesis), and L 0,1,...,j−i−1 and P 0,1,...,max(i 0 ,j 0 ) have no tiles more than 10|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows above all the tiles of σ. Now, for all integer l ≥ k, we define a cut-set H l of the grid-graph of Z 2 . There are two symmetric cases, depending on whether R k is above or below L k+j−i−1 :
• If R k is below or at the same level as L k+j−i−1 :
All the edges of the grid graph that are on the same row as the north glue of R l , to the right of the rightmost tile of R on that row. By definition of k, this rightmost tile is necessarily on R k,k+1,...,|R|−1 . The edges of a shortest path from R l to L l+j−i−1 . Let h l be this set of edges. The union of the translations of h l by n − −−−−−−− → R k L k+j−i−1 , for all integer n. This case is pictured on Figure 16 . In each case, since the last point of h l is not below its first point, the third set of edges (the translations of h l ) are not below R l and L l+j−i−1 . Moreover, in each case, H l is clearly a cut of the grid graph of Z 2 . By construction, for all l ≥ k, σ is entirely within one of the two connected components separated by H l . In the rest of this proof, for all l ≥ k, we call below H l the component of σ, and above H k the other component.
3. Then, we show that P crosses all these cuts.
Let u and v be the first indices at which L and R cross h |R|−1 (i.e. the highest definable h R ), respectively. The subgraph of Z induced by the union of P i 0 ,i 0 +1,...,j 0 , L 0,1,...,u , R 0,1,...,v , together with h |R|−1 , is a simple cycle in the grid graph of Z: indeed, P , L and R cannot cross each other, and L u and R v are their first respective intersections with h |R|−1 . Let C be this cycle. By a result by Whitney [26] , C is a cut-set of Z * . Moreover, since C is simple, it cuts Z * into exactly two connected components, a finite one A ("inside C") and an infinite one B ("outside C").
We claim that P j 0 +1 is in the dual A * of A: indeed, since R is a tentacle of P , then it starts from a partially pumped part P u,u+1,...,v , with u < j 0 . Therefore, there is an infinite path P * in Z * , not crossing neither R nor P , nor σ, starting from the right-hand side of P . To conclude our claim, we prove that P * does not cross L either: to see this, let r 0 be a ray in Z * , starting from a lowest tile t of σ ∪ P to the south. Formally, this means that r 0 is the set of all vertices of the grid graph of Z that are below t, on the same column. Likewise, let r 1 be another ray starting from P |P |−1 , to the north (formally, r 1 is the set of vertices on the same column as P |P |−1 , above it).
Clearly, the union S of r 0 , r 1 and P ∪ σ is a vertex separator of the grid graph of Z, because it is the union of two infinite horizontal paths in opposite directions, connected by a connected subgraph of Z (the binding graph of P ∪ σ).
Moreover, by the construction of Lemma 3.13, P * starts from the right-hand side of P , and for all i ≥ 0, y P * i ≤ y P * i ≤ y P |P |−1 . In other words, P * is monotonically growing to the north, and never reaches a row above y P | P |−1 . Therefore, it never crosses r 0 nor r 1 , and therefore stays on one side of S.
Therefore, since L starts from the right-hand side of P , and P * starts from its left-hand side, they start from different sides of P , and therefore, of S. Therefore, since P j 0 +1,j 0 +2,...,|P |−1 starts inside C k , and ends outside (because its last point is higher than any point of C k ), it must cross H k an odd number of times. 4 . In order to bound the number of possible movies on these cuts, we prove that the span of the crossings between P and these cut-sets is upper-bounded by a constant, depending only on |T | and |dom(σ)|.
We prove that the intersections of P with H k are all within a Manhattan distance of
Also, for all l ≥ k, P only intersects H l between A l and B l , because by definition of k, H l is completely above all the tiles of P grown before P j 0 .
We prove this by induction on the maximal width between the successive crossings of H k by R, between B k and A k . If R crosses H k exactyl once there (i.e. on B k ), we are done: if it could cross H k to the left of A k , then since L is a translation of R by − −− → B k A k , R and L must collide. Indeed, L would then start inside the connected component C of Z enclosed by H k together with the portion of R from B k to its first crossing of H k (drawn in grey on Figure  17 ). But let then H k be the point of this first crossing. Since L is a translation of R by
This point, however, is outside C: indeed, the border of C contains only one point of H k , which is H k , because it is defined as the part enclosed by the first crossing of R with H k .
Since L starts inside that part (because A k is its first crossing with H k , by definition), it must cross either H k again in C, contradicting the fact that R does not cross H k between A k and B k , or else it must cross R, which is impossible. There are two cases left:
• if R crosses H k an even number of times, we prove that P has a large gap, and therefore, that it must be pumpable or fragile. First, in this case, R ends inside C k . However, since P starts inside C k , and its last point is at least as high as any point of h k (because these are all between A k and B k , which are points of R and L, respectively), it must cross h k at least once. However, if R ends below H k , P needs to "jump over it" before crossing h k . To prove this formally, we draw an infinite horizontal line l from R |R|−1 , which is a highest tile of R. Since that tile is inside C k , l defines a shortcut in the border of C k , that P also needs to cross, since P j 0 +1 is below l, and inside C . Moreover, the last tile of P inside, or on the border of C is necessarily on h k . But then, this means that P grows higher than l before crossing h k . Since we have dropped the last 8|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows of P in the beginning, P has at least 8|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 more rows after crossing C , and hence, it has a gap of 8|T | + 2|dom(σ)| + 6 rows.
• Else, R crosses H k an odd number of times. This case is illustrated on Figure 18 . For all n, let w n be the longest vector (in Manhattan distance) between two such crossings, between B k + n − −− → B k A k and A k + n − −− → B k A k . Because R starts on the right of L, it necessarily crosses H k between consecutive crossings by L. Therefore, since L is a translation of R by − −− → B k A k , w n+1 < w n (because when R crosses H k after A k , it must be in a portion of H k delimited by two successive crossings of H k by L. Therefore, R needs to cross H k again in the same portion, because of our hypothesis, in this case, that it crosses H k an odd number of times). Since w 0 ≤ − − → AB 1 , the crossings of H k by R are all within a Manhattan diameter of − − → AB 2 1 . Therefore, the crossings of H k by P are within a Manhattan diameter of − − → AB 1 · ( − − → AB 1 + 1). Also, by Lemma 3.13:
− − → AB 1 · ( − − → AB 1 + 1) ≤ (14(|T | 2 + |dom(σ)||T |)) · (14(|T | 2 + |dom(σ)||T |) + 1) ≤ 14 · 15 · (|T | 4 + 2|dom(σ)||T | 3 + |dom(σ)| 2 |T | 2 ) ≤ 840|T | 4 |dom(σ)| 2 5. Finally, we can construct a sub-family of disjoint cut-sets, that P crosses an odd number of times, within a constant span. This will allow us to apply the window movie Lemma to pump it.
We consider the indices l ≥ k such that the north glue of R l is visible from the east. By point 4 above, R crosses C l an odd number of times, and hence ends outside C l . Moreover, its first tiles outside C l are at most 840|T | 4 |dom(σ)| 2 rows above R l .
Therefore, if we consider the sequence l 0 , l 1 , . . . such that for all m, H l m+1 is above H lm , there are at most 840|T | 4 |dom(σ)| 2 rows between R l m+1 and R lm .
Finally, since the intersections of P with these cuts are all on at most 840|T | 4 |dom(σ)| 2 different vertices, there are at most (4|T |) 840|T | 4 |dom(σ)| 2 ! possible window movies on these cuts. Figure 18 : Induction: the case where R crosses H k at least once between B k and A k . w 1 < w 0 .
Corollary 3.18. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system such that σ is finite and connected, and P be a path appearing in all terminal assemblies of T , that is, such that ∀α ∈ A [T ], P α. If P is of length at least c = 2d, where d is the constant of Theorem 3.17, then it is pumpable.
Proof. We argue that Theorem 3.17 can be applied to those paths. Indeed, if a path appears in all terminal assemblies, it cannot be fragile.
Therefore, if a path grows to a Manhattan distance c from its first point, it grows to at least c/2 rows or columns in at least one direction. Proof. By definition, directed systems have exactly one terminal assembly, so no path can be fragile.
Open problems and discussion
Our result lays a new brick in the young theory of non-cooperative algorithmic tile assembly, by giving a strong necessary condition on its computing power: if a tileset can simulate arbitrary Turing machines, all long enough paths must be fragile. This closes an old open problem of tile assembly, asking whether non-cooperative tile assembly can perform arbitrary Turing computation deterministically: our result indeed shows that any directed tile assembly system, i.e. any system with exactly one terminal assembly, is pumpable, meaning that paths longer than the bound shown in Theorem 3.17 are ultimately periodic. Therefore: Corollary 4.1 (of Theorem 3.17). Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a tile assembly system where σ is connected. The set of assemblies producible by a temperature 1 tile assembly system is recursive.
Also, remark that the tile assembly system used in [14] for building efficient paths (paths from A to B with linearly less than − − → AB 1 − 1 tile types) is not directed, but satisfies the hypothesis that its "main" path is not fragile. This gap between that Ω(|T |) lower bound on the maximal size of non-pumpable assemblies that can be built at temperature τ = 1, and the huge upper bound of Theorem 3.17, suggests the following question:
Open Problem 1. What is the maximal size of non-pumpable paths that can be built by noncooperative tile assembly?
Moreover, the contrast between our results and the known simulation of Turing machines in the probabilistic setting of [2] , asks for the development of new algorithms and techniques, both in the probabilistic and deterministic case. For example, a motivating question could be:
Open Problem 2. Let T = (T, σ, 1) be a probabilistic, non-deterministic tile assembly system, ε ≥ 0, and P be a path that can grow in a fraction at least 1 − ε of all assemblies of each size. Is P pumpable?
Finally, the notions we have introduced to understand these systems suggest a new extension to this model, in particular to different geometries: for instance, does our result hold in the hyperbolic plane?
